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Abstract

We describe a construction of symmetric designs with parameters
(324,153,72), (576,276,132), and (900,435,210), admitting an automor-
phism group isomorphic to Frob17·8×Z9, Frob23·11×Z12, and Frob29·14×
Z15 respectively. The derived designs of the constructed designs, with
respect to the fixed block, are cyclic.
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1 Introduction

A 2-(v, k, λ) design is a finite incidence structure (P,B, I), where P and B are
disjoint sets and I ⊆ P × B, with the following properties:

1. |P| = v;

2. every element of B is incident with exactly k elements of P;

3. every pair of distinct elements of P is incident with exactly λ elements of B.

The elements of the set P are called points and the elements of the set B are
called blocks. If |P| = |B| = v and 2 ≤ k ≤ v − 2, then a 2-(v, k, λ) design is
called a symmetric design.

Given two designs D1 = (P1,B1, I1) and D2 = (P2,B2, I2), an isomorphism
from D1 onto D2 is a bijection which maps points onto points and blocks onto
blocks preserving the incidence relation. An isomorphism from a symmetric
design D onto itself is called an automorphism of D. The set of all automor-
phisms of the design D forms a group; it is called the full automorphism group
of D and denoted by AutD.
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Let D = (P,B, I) be a symmetric (v, k, λ) design and G a subgroup of
AutD. The action of G produces the same number of point and block orbits
(see [8, Theorem 3.3, p. 79]). We denote that number by t, the point orbits
by P1, . . . ,Pt, the block orbits by B1, . . . ,Bt, and put |Pr| = ωr and |Bi| =
Ωi. We shall denote the points of the orbit Pr by r0, . . . , rωr−1, (i.e. Pr =
{r0, . . . , rωr−1}). Further, we denote by γir the number of points of Pr which
are incident with a representative of the block orbit Bi. The numbers γir are
independent of the choice of the representative of the block orbit Bi. For those
numbers the following equalities hold (see [7]):

t∑
r=1

γir = k , (1)

t∑
r=1

Ωj

ωr

γirγjr = λΩj + δij · (k − λ) . (2)

Definition 1 Let (D) be a symmetric (v, k, λ) design and G ≤ Aut D. Fur-
ther, let P1, . . . ,Pt be the point orbits and B1, . . . ,Bt the block orbits with
respect to G, and let ω1, . . . , ωt and Ω1, . . . , Ωt be the respective orbit lengths.
We call (P1, . . . ,Pt) and (B1, . . . ,Bt) the orbit distributions, and (ω1, . . . , ωt)
and (Ω1, . . . , Ωt) the orbit size distributions for the design and the group G. A
(t × t)-matrix (γir) with entries satisfying conditions (1) and (2) is called an
orbit structure for the parameters (v, k, λ) and orbit distributions (P1, . . . ,Pt)
and (B1, . . . ,Bt).

The first step – when constructing designs for given parameters and orbit
distributions – is to find all compatible orbit structures (γir). The next step,
called indexing, consists in determining exactly which points from the point
orbit Pr are incident with a chosen representative of the block orbit Bi for each
number γir. Because of the large number of possibilities, it is often necessary
to involve a computer in both steps of the construction.

Definition 2 The set of all indices of points of the orbit Pr which are incident
with a fixed representative of the block orbit Bi is called the index set for the
position (i, r) of the orbit structure and the given representative.

A Hadamard matrix of order m is an (m × m) matrix H = (hi,j), hi,j ∈
{−1, 1}, satisfying HHT = HT H = mIm, where Im is an (m×m) identity ma-
trix. A Hadamard matrix is regular if the row and column sums are constant.
It is well known that the existence of a symmetric design with parameters
(4u2, 2u2 − u, u2 − u) is equivalent to the existence of a regular Hadamard
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matrix of order 4u2 (see [12, Theorem 1.4 p. 280]). Such symmetric designs
are called Menon designs.

Menon designs with parameters (324,153,72), (576,276,132), and (900,435,210)
have been known to exist (see [13]). However, only a few examples of designs
with these parameters have been constructed so far.

2 Orbit Structures

For v ∈ N we denote by jv the all-one vector of dimension v, by 0v the zero-
vector of dimension v, and by Jv the all-one matrix of dimension (v × v).

Lemma 1 Let n be a positive integer. The matrices

OS1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 (2n − 1)jT
n 0 0T

n

jn nJn − nIn (n − 1)jn (n − 1)Jn

0 (n − 1)jT
n 0 njT

n

0n (n − 1)Jn njn nJn − nIn

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

OS2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 (2n − 1)jT
n 0 0T

n

0n nJn − nIn njn (n − 1)Jn

0 (n − 1)jT
n 0 njT

n

jn (n − 1)Jn (n − 1)jn nJn − nIn

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

are orbit structures for the parameters (4n2, 2n2 − n, n2 −n) and the orbit size
distribution (1, 2n − 1, 2n − 1, . . . , 2n − 1).

Proof Matrices OS1 and OS2 satisfy equalities (1) and (2). �

In [9] M.-O. Pavčević used orbit matrices of the type OS1 when 2n − 1 is
a prime.

3 Symmetric (324,153,72) Designs

It is known that Menon designs with parameters (4n2, 2n2 − n, n2 − n) exist
whenever 2n − 1 and 2n + 1 are both prime powers (see [10]). Although
symmetric designs with parameters (324,153,72) have been known to exist for
a long time, as far as we know the only known symmetric (324, 153, 72) designs
are the designs described in [3], and the design corresponding to the Bush-type
Hadamard matrix described in [6].

Let G1 be isomorphic to the group Frob17·8 × Z9. We may write

G1 = 〈ρ, σ, τ | ρ17 = 1, σ8 = 1, τ 9 = 1, ρσ = ρ2, ρτ = ρ, στ = σ〉.
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We shall assume that an automorphism group H1 ≤ G1 isomorphic to
Frob17·8 acts on the symmetric (324,153,72) designs to be constructed with
one fixed point (and block), and 19 orbits of size 17. That means that the
permutation of order eight has precisely 20 fixed points and 20 fixed blocks.
Orbit structures of the type OS1 and OS2 correspond to such action of H1

on a symmetric (324,153,72) design. We shall proceed with indexing of these
orbit structures by the method described in [5], having in mind the action of
τ on the orbits of the group H1, as described in [1] and [3].

Denote the points by 10, 2i . . . , 20i, i = 0, 1, . . . , 16, and put G1 = 〈ρ, σ, τ〉,
where the generators for G1 are permutations defined as follows:

ρ = (10)(I0I1 . . . I16), I = 2, . . . , 20,

σ = (10)(K0)(K1K2K4K8K16K15K13K9)(K3K6K12K7K14K11K5K10),
K = 2, . . . , 20,

τ = (10)(2i3i4i5i6i7i8i9i10i)(11i)(12i13i14i15i16i17i18i19i20i), i = 0, 1, . . . , 16.

As representatives for the block orbits we chose blocks fixed by 〈σ〉. There-
fore, the index sets – numbered from 0 to 4 – which could occur in the designs
are among the following:
0 = ∅, 1 = {1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 13, 15, 16}, 2 = {3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14},
3 = {0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 13, 15, 16}, 4 = {0, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14}.

The indexing process of the orbit structure OS1 led to one design, denoted
by D1

1, and the orbit structure OS2 also led to one design, denoted by D1
2.

These designs are self-dual. Since the indexing the fixed part of an orbit
stucture is a trivial task, we write down base blocks for the designs D1

1 and D1
2

in terms of the index sets defined above omitting the fixed part:
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D1
1

0333434441112212122
4033343441211221212
4403334341221122121
4440333431122112212
3444033341212211221
4344403331121221122
3434440331212122112
3343444031221212211
3334344401122121221
2222222220444444444
2112121123044434333
2211212113304443433
1221121213330444343
1122112123333044434
2112211213433304443
1211221123343330444
2121122113434333044
1212112213443433304
1121211223444343330

D1
2

0333434443112121122
4033343443211212112
4403334343221121211
4440333433122112121
3444033343112211212
4344403333211221121
3434440333121122112
3343444033212112211
3334344403121211221
1111111110333333333
2112212121044434333
2211221211304443433
1221122121330444343
2122112211333044434
1212211221433304443
2121221121343330444
2212122111434333044
1221212211443433304
1122121221444343330

It would be sufficient to write down the first, tenth and eleventh row of the
matrices shown above, i.e. the base blocks of the designs with respect to the
group G1, since the other H1-orbits could be obtained as 〈τ〉-images of these
rows.

The designs D1
1 and D1

2 both have the full automorphism group isomorphic
to Frob17·8 × Z9, they are self-dual and mutually non-isomorphic. We have
determined the automorphism groups of the designs using GAP [4] and a
program by V. D. Tonchev [11].

4 Symmetric (576,276,132) Designs

It is known that using a regular Hadamard matrix of order 4u2 one can con-
struct a regular Hadamard matrix of order 16u2 (see, e.g., [2]). So, the ex-
istence of Menon (576,276,132) designs is a consequence of the existence of
Menon designs with parameters (144,66,30), i.e. (36,15,6). Nevertheless, to
our knowledge, none symmetric (576,276,132) design have been explicitly con-
structed so far.

In our construction of symmetric (576,276,132) designs we use the group

G2 = 〈ρ, σ, τ | ρ23 = 1, σ11 = 1, τ 12 = 1, ρσ = ρ2, ρτ = ρ, στ = σ〉.
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isomorphic to Frob23·11 × Z12. We denote the points by 10, 2i . . . , 26i, i =
0, 1, . . . , 22, and put G2 = 〈ρ, σ, τ〉, where the generators for G2 are permuta-
tions defined as follows:

ρ = (10)(I0I1 . . . I22), I = 2, . . . , 26,

σ = (10)(K0)(K1K2K4K8K16K9K18K13K3K6K12)
(K5K10K20K17K11K22K21K19K15K7K14), K = 2, . . . , 26,

τ = (10)(2i3i4i5i6i7i8i9i10i11i12i13i)(14i)(15i16i17i18i19i20i21i22i23i24i25i26i),
i = 0, 1, . . . , 22.

Orbit structures of the type OS1 and OS2 correspond to the action of H2

= 〈ρ, σ〉 on symmetric (576,276,132) designs. Indexing of the orbit structures
OS1 and OS2 with respect to G2 produces designs D2

1 and D2
2 respectively.

Base blocks of D2
1 and D2

2 with respect to the group G2 in terms of index sets
are given below:

D2
1

0344334334431111121212222
1111111111110333333333333
1222212121113043344344334

D2
2

0344334334434111121212222
1111111111110333333333333
1222212121112043344344334

The index sets which occur in the designs are:
0 = ∅, 1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 16, 18},
2 = {5, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22}, 3 = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 16, 18},
4 = {0, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22}.

The designs D2
1 and D2

2 are self-dual and mutually non-isomorphic. Both
designs have the full automorphism group isomorphic to Frob23·11× (Z12 : Z2),
where the involution acts on Z12 in such a way that it inverts Z3 and commutes
with Z4.

5 Symmetric (900,435,210) Designs

Symmetric designs with parameters (900,435,210) have been known to exist,
since 900 = 4 · 152, and 29 and 31 are prime powers. Although there is this in-
formation about the existence, as far as we know none symmetric (900,435,210)
design have been constructed and studied so far.

Let us describe a construction of symmetric (900,435,210) designs using
the group

G3 = 〈ρ, σ, τ | ρ29 = 1, σ14 = 1, τ 15 = 1, ρσ = ρ4, ρτ = ρ, στ = σ〉.
isomorphic to Frob29·14 × Z15. We denote the points by 10, 2i . . . , 32i, i =
0, 1, . . . , 28, and put G3 = 〈ρ, σ, τ〉, where the generators for G3 are permuta-
tions defined as follows:
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ρ = (10)(I0I1 . . . I28), I = 2, . . . , 32,

σ = (10)(K0)(K1K4K16K6K24K9K7K28K25K13K23K5K20K22)
(K2K8K3K12K19K18K14K27K21K26K17K10K11K15), K = 2, . . . , 32,

τ = (10)(2i3i4i5i6i7i8i9i10i11i12i13i14i15i16i)(17i)
(18i19i20i21i22i23i24i25i26i27i28i29i30i31i32i), i = 0, 1, . . . , 28.

Orbit structure OS1 produces three designs, denoted by D3
1, D3

2, and D3
3,

and OS2 produces designs D3
4, D3

5 and D3
6. Base blocks of D3

i , i = 1, . . . , 6,
with respect to the group G3 in terms of index sets are given below:

D3
1

0333433434434441111212221122212
2222222222222220444444444444444
2121112211121223044434434334333

D3
2

0334434343433441111112212212222
2222222222222220444444444444444
2111121121122223044334343434433

D3
3

0334434343433441111112222122122
2222222222222220444444444444444
2112112111122223044334343434433

D3
4

0333433434434443111212221211122
1111111111111110333333333333333
2112221211121221044434434334333

D3
5

0334434343433443111121121122222
1111111111111110333333333333333
2111112212212221044334343434433

D3
6

0334434343433443111122222112112
1111111111111110333333333333333
2122122111112221044334343434433

The index sets which occur in the designs are:
0 = ∅, 1 = {1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 16, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28},
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2 = {2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 26, 27},
3 = {0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 16, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28},
4 = {0, 2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 26, 27}.

The designs D3
1, D3

2, D3
3 and D3

4 are self-dual. The designs D3
5 and D3

6

are mutually dual designs. These designs have mutually different statistics
of intersections of any three blocks, hence they are mutually non-isomorphic.
The designs D3

i , i = 1, . . . , 6, have the full automorphism group isomorphic to
Frob29·14 × Z15.

Let D be a symmetric (v, k, λ) design and let x be a block of D. Remove
x and all points that do not belong to x from other blocks. The result is a
2-(k, λ, λ − 1) design, a derived design of D with respect to the block x.

A 2-(v, k, λ) design with an automorphism group G is called cyclic if G
contains a cycle of length v. The derived design of the constructed symmetric
designs with parameters (324,153,72), (576,276,132), and (900,435,210) with
respect to the first block are cyclic designs with parameters 2-(153,72,71), 2-
(276,132,131), and 2-(435,210,209) respectively.
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